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Practical ImplicationsTo the best of our knowledge, this study is the first mechanism‐based investigation of the transmission route of MERS‐CoV during the first hospital outbreak in the Republic of Korea. Our findings on the possible roles played by the long‐range airborne and close contact routes suggest the importance of ventilation systems and droplet precautions in healthcare environments. Our study also reveals the importance of obtaining more accurate data on dose--response parameters, the transport of bio‐aerosols in air and on surfaces, and virus survival in air and on surfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION {#ina12430-sec-0002}
===============

As a novel human coronavirus with alarming morbidity and mortality,[1](#ina12430-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS‐CoV) has become a global threat since it was first identified in 2012. By September 2017, over 2000 cases of MERS‐CoV had been reported in 27 countries, leading to at least 722 deaths.[2](#ina12430-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Although the majority of those cases were distributed on or near the Arabian Peninsula,[3](#ina12430-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} a single imported case in the Republic of Korea led to an unprecedentedly large MERS epidemic between May and July 2015,[4](#ina12430-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} revealing the potential for the global spread of MERS.[5](#ina12430-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

Similar to other coronaviruses, MERS‐CoV is thought to be shed mainly in the respiratory secretions of infected individuals and spread through respiratory activities such as coughing. However, the precise human‐to‐human transmission routes of the virus remain unclear.[6](#ina12430-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} As shown in Figure [1](#ina12430-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, three major possible transmission routes are known to exist for communicable respiratory infections: the long‐range airborne route, the close contact route, and the fomite route.[7](#ina12430-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#ina12430-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#ina12430-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} The current dominant view is that MERS‐CoV largely spreads via the respiratory close contact route,[10](#ina12430-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#ina12430-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} which is supported by evidence that most of the affected healthcare workers (HCWs) have been nurses who have had prolonged and repeated close contact with MERS‐CoV patients.[12](#ina12430-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Nevertheless, the possible roles of airborne and fomite transmission cannot be excluded. Research suggests that MERS‐CoV may be spread through long‐range airborne transmission. For example, the viral RNA has been detected on the entrance to air‐ventilating equipment,[13](#ina12430-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} and the virus has been detected in air samples from patients' rooms, restrooms and common corridors.[14](#ina12430-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, Seo et al[13](#ina12430-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} and Kim et al[14](#ina12430-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} detected MERS‐CoV RNA on objects in MERS patients' rooms and in elevators, and experiments by van Doremalen et al[15](#ina12430-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} suggest that MERS‐CoV is able to survive on surfaces long enough for further transmission, which increases the likelihood of fomite transmission. Thus, the recommendations of World Health Organization (WHO)[10](#ina12430-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#ina12430-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)[17](#ina12430-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} on standard precaution, droplet precaution, contact precaution, and airborne precaution remain vague. A better understanding of the exact transmission mode of MERS‐CoV could aid the development and selection of more appropriate and effective intervention methods.

![The three major transmission routes: close contact, fomite, and long‐range airborne routes. The person in red is the index patient](INA-28-51-g001){#ina12430-fig-0001}

Healthcare settings have been investigated as breeding grounds for large MERS outbreaks because many cases of infection have not been recognized and isolated in time.[3](#ina12430-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#ina12430-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#ina12430-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, in the Republic of Korea, almost all cases are suspected to have been hospital acquired, originating from Pyeongtaek St. Mary\'s Hospital.[19](#ina12430-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The index patient for the outbreak in this hospital was a 68‐year‐old man who had recently travelled to the Middle East and was hospitalized from 15 to May 17, 2015 with no isolation or protection measures implemented.[4](#ina12430-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} He was thought to have directly infected 26 people, including 11 other patients, 13 visitors or family members, and two HCWs.[4](#ina12430-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Compared to previous nosocomial outbreaks on or near the Arabian Peninsula, this outbreak was larger[20](#ina12430-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} and the distribution of infection showed a clear spatial pattern, although the sample size was not sufficiently large for this pattern to be statistically significant.

To investigate the probable transmission routes of MERS‐CoV, we carried out a detailed modeling study of the outbreak in Pyeongtaek St. Mary\'s Hospital. We retrospectively analyzed the spatial pattern of infection and developed a multi‐agent model to simulate the possible spread of the virus from the index patient\'s ward by air flow, close contact, and surface touching. Table [1](#ina12430-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} lists the seven hypotheses examined in the study: three for single routes, three for two‐route combinations, and one for a three‐route combination. The dose‐response relationship model was used to calculate the possible infection risk for each hypothesis. A major challenge with this approach is the lack of appropriate input data, such as dose‐response parameters. Hence, a range of such parameters was considered with various value combinations of important parameters. Least‐squares fitting was carried out in 1140 scenarios to compare the distribution of the infection risk with that of the reported attack rates. The results presented below provide probable evidence for the transmission of MERS‐CoV in different scenarios. Our analyses allowed us to retrospectively acquire the largest virus‐containing droplet sizes, dose‐response parameters, and virus loads.

###### 

Hypotheses on the transmission modes of MERS‐CoV based on the three basic transmission routes in Figure [1](#ina12430-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. A transmission mode can be either a single route or combined routes

  Hypothesis                       Description
  -------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
  1 \[Long air\]                   Long‐range airborne route
  2 \[Close\]                      Close contact route
  3 \[Fomite\]                     Fomite route
  4 \[Long air + Close\]           A combination of long‐range airborne and close contact routes
  5 \[Long air + Fomite\]          A combination of long‐range airborne and fomite routes
  6 \[Close + Fomite\]             A combination of close contact and fomite routes
  7 \[Long air + Close +Fomite\]   A combination of long‐range airborne, close contact and fomite routes
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2. METHODS {#ina12430-sec-0003}
==========

2.1. The outbreak {#ina12430-sec-0004}
-----------------

As revealed by Google Maps and verified by our field visits, Pyeongtaek St. Mary\'s Hospital is located in a rather open area and is much taller than all of the surrounding buildings, except one, as shown in Figure [2](#ina12430-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. The outbreak occurred on the eighth floor of the hospital, for which the floor plan is shown in Figure [3](#ina12430-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The floor plan, excluding the elevators and storerooms, was used as the computational domain. The index patient stayed in the hospital from 15 to 17 May 2015, and thus, this period was taken as the suspected exposure period. The symptoms of the index patient included fever, cough, dyspnoea, and myalgia.[21](#ina12430-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

![The layout of Pyeongtaek St. Mary\'s Hospital and a nearby building](INA-28-51-g002){#ina12430-fig-0002}

![Plan of the eighth floor of Pyeongtaek St. Mary\'s Hospital. The infected patients of the first generation and other inpatients are marked with solid circles of different colors. The source ward in which the index patient stayed is marked in light red. Adjacent, downstream, and remote wards are colored light blue, light brown, and light green, respectively. Room numbers are marked in black. The prevailing wind direction (westerly) is marked with a yellow arrow](INA-28-51-g003){#ina12430-fig-0003}

The eighth floor contained one nurses' station and 32 wards, comprising 19 single rooms (Rooms 8201‐8219), six double rooms (Rooms 8101‐8106), and seven large rooms for five (Room 8109) or seven persons (Rooms 8107 and 8108, and Rooms 8110‐8113). According to the hospital staff, nurses and cleaners visited patients on the floor from Room 8101 in a clockwise direction to Room 8219. A mechanical ventilation system, which included a supply and an exhaust, was installed in all rooms except the index patient\'s room, Room 8104.[22](#ina12430-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} The mechanical ventilation rate was assumed to be 10 L/s per person. Each room had a separate ceiling fan coil unit to provide cooling and heating, and each toilet had a separate exhaust system. The toilet exhaust air flow rate was assumed to be 6 ACH. There were two small windows (each 35 × 35 cm) in the single rooms and double rooms, four in the large rooms, and 10 in the corridor. The doors and windows in the regular rooms were usually closed. Because there was no ventilation system in the index patient\'s room, we assumed that the door and windows in this room were slightly (15%) open during the day and completely closed at night.

Figure [3](#ina12430-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the total numbers of infected patients of the first generation and other inpatients on the eighth floor of Pyeongtaek St. Mary\'s Hospital. We studied the infection patterns of the inpatients because they stayed on the floor longer and more data are available. During the period in which the index patient was hospitalized, 11 MERS cases of 67 normal patients were reported in the first generation on the eighth floor.[4](#ina12430-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} We assumed that all of the exposure doses received by the first generation of infected patients came from the index patient as a result of his respiratory activities, such as coughing.[6](#ina12430-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Wards on the floor were categorized by their position in four regions, namely the source ward (Room 8104), adjacent wards (Rooms 8101‐8103 and 8105‐8108), downstream wards (Rooms 8109‐8113), and remote wards (Rooms 8213‐8219). The average attack rate was 0.16. The rate was highest in the source ward (1.00), lower in the downstream and adjacent wards (0.21 and 0.12, respectively), and non‐existent in remote wards (0.00).

2.2. The multi‐agent modeling framework {#ina12430-sec-0005}
---------------------------------------

Because we evaluated the seven hypotheses based on the differences between the attack rate and predicted infection risk in different regions, the spatial distribution characteristics of the different hypotheses were important factors in our study. However, the existing models, such as the discrete‐time Markov chain model[8](#ina12430-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#ina12430-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and the differential equation model,[24](#ina12430-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ina12430-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} are commonly used to estimate overall infection risk, and thus predict uniform distributions. Therefore, we developed a multi‐agent model,[26](#ina12430-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} which enabled us to model the individual heterogeneities caused by the agents' behavior and geographical environment.[27](#ina12430-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#ina12430-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Figure [4](#ina12430-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the system architecture of our model. The system is modular based and consists of four basic components: the initialization generator, simulation engine, global database, and data processing module. Appendix S1: Fig. [S1](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the basic procedures included in the program for the model.

![System architecture of the multi‐agent modeling framework](INA-28-51-g004){#ina12430-fig-0004}

The initialization generator has two branches, namely the geometric generator and agents generator. The geometric generator is used to build the virtual physical environment and produce surfaces. Based on the literature[29](#ina12430-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#ina12430-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} and life experience, we identified 20 kinds of representative surface, which were (Appendix S2: Table [S1](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) classified into five groups according to their materials, namely porous surfaces, non‐porous surfaces, toilet surfaces, skin, and mucous membranes, which differ in properties such as virus transfer rates (Appendix S2: Table [S2](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and virus inactivation rates (Appendix S2: Table [S3](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The agents generator was used to create representative individuals during the outbreak. Five representative "resident" roles were identified as study objects, that is, inpatients, visitors, family members, nurses, and cleaners. The numbers of agents are shown in Appendix S2: Table [S8](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Each autonomous agent directly corresponds to one human individual in the real world.

The simulation engine, which comprised behavior models of the representative roles, was used to simulate the behavior of the agents. In the behavior models, rules were set to regulate the time sequences for different types of behavior according to the geometry constraints and agent roles. For example, all the agents need to open the door to the room to enter the corridor, and family members take care of patients while the cleaners do cleaning work. Appendix S2: Tables [S6](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show the behavior frequencies and sequences of touching surfaces for the different types of behavior. The multi‐agent model retained the heterogeneity for each agent, so agents with the same role share the same rules but do not act synchronously. In addition, agents were endowed with an implicitly bounded intellect to make the simulations more realistic. For example, patients and family members used the public toilets in the corridor only when the toilets in the room were occupied, which influenced the effect of the public surfaces. During the computational period, as shown in Appendix S1: Fig. [S1](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, in each time step for each agent, the agent first acquired information from the global database and then compared the acquired information with the behavior rules and made a command. According to the command, the agent remained static or performed an action. Finally, information about the agents was sent to the global database, which was updated. The global database recorded the agents' state information and the contamination states of the surfaces and air in the temporary workspace.

The data processing module was used to process the data from the global database and calculate the infection risk for the three basic transmission routes. The module included six models, namely the multi‐zone model, the long‐range airborne route exposure model, the normal distribution model, the close contact route exposure model, the surface contamination model, and the dose‐response relationship model. Details of the abovementioned mathematical models are provided in Appendix [S1.2‐S1.7](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For the long‐range airborne route, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations[31](#ina12430-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#ina12430-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#ina12430-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} were used to predict the wind pressures for all 48 windows. The multi‐zone model[31](#ina12430-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#ina12430-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} MIX (multi‐zone infiltration and exfiltration)[35](#ina12430-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} was applied to calculate the hourly airflow patterns and aerosol concentrations in the 36 zones on the outbreak floor. Furthermore, the long‐range airborne route exposure model[25](#ina12430-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} was used to calculate the exposure doses *D* ~a~ in the respiratory tract of each agent.

For the close contact route, the normal distribution model[36](#ina12430-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#ina12430-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} was used to acquire the movement patterns in the corridor and the contact probability of any pair of two agents was derived. Based on a respiratory jet assumption,[8](#ina12430-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ina12430-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#ina12430-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} the close contact route exposure model[25](#ina12430-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} was used to calculate the exposure doses from three mechanisms: short‐range airborne transmission (*D* ~cs~), inhalation of inspirable droplets (*D* ~ci~), and deposition of large droplets on mucous membranes (*D* ~cm~).

For the fomite route, the surface contamination model[26](#ina12430-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} was used to calculate the numbers of viruses on the different environmental and human surfaces. The process by which the viruses spread within the surface network was considered to be a discrete‐time non‐homogeneous Markov chain. The transition matrix at a time point corresponded to a touching action and was determined by the properties of the two contacting surfaces in the touching action. Because the virus quantities on the mucous membranes of the susceptible agents transferred via hand contact were regarded as the exposure doses due to the fomite route,[8](#ina12430-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} the surface contamination model was able to directly calculate the exposure doses *D* ~f~ for this route.

A dose‐response relationship model[25](#ina12430-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#ina12430-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#ina12430-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} was used to compute the infection risk of each agent based on the acquired exposure doses. The parameters used in the models in the data processing module are listed in the tables in Appendix [S2](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Among these parameters, the largest virus‐containing droplet size (*d* ~g~, μm), the dose‐response parameters in the respiratory tracts (η~r~,/mRNA copy) and on mucous membranes (η~m~,/mRNA copy) and the viral load (*L* ~0~, mRNA copies/mL) greatly influenced the infection risk.[8](#ina12430-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ina12430-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, we fixed the values of the other parameters and mainly considered the influence of the transmission mode and the four parameters (η~r~, η~m~, *d* ~g~, *L* ~0~) on the infection risk. The infection risk *I* was calculated as follows: $$I = 1 - e^{- c_{a}\eta_{r}D_{a}{(d_{g},L_{0})} - c_{c}{\lbrack\eta_{r}D_{cs}{(d_{g},L_{0})}\, + \,\eta_{r}D_{ci}{(d_{g},L_{0})}\, + \,\eta_{m}D_{cm}{(d_{g},L_{0})}\rbrack} - c_{f}\eta_{m}D_{f}{(d_{g},L_{0})}}$$where *c* ~a~ equals 1 if the long‐range airborne route exists and 0 otherwise, and (*c* ~c~, *c* ~f~) are the indicators for close contact and the fomite route, respectively. The exposure doses *D* ~*a*~, *D* ~cs~, *D* ~ci~, *D* ~cm~, and, *D* ~f~ are functions of *d* ~g~ and *L* ~0~. Because the viral load *L* ~0~ was assumed to be the same for each virus‐laden droplet, the exposure doses were proportional to this variable. To reduce the number of variables, we combined η~r~, η~m~ and *L* ~0~ as the products η~r~ *L* ~0~ and η~m~ *L* ~0~, which are defined as the dose effects of introducing 1 mL of virus‐laden droplets with a viral load of *L* ~0~ to the respiratory tract and mucous membranes, respectively.

2.3. Least‐squares fitting {#ina12430-sec-0006}
--------------------------

Based on the above parametric model, we fitted the parameters (c~a~, c~c~, c~f~, η~r~ *L* ~0~, η~m~ *L* ~0~, d~g~) to the attack rates during the outbreak using a standard approach, namely least‐squares fitting.[40](#ina12430-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} In this approach, the residual sum of squares (RSS) is calculated as a measure of fit, with a small RSS indicating a good fit of the model to the data. Therefore, we formulated the following minimum mean squares error problem: $$\begin{array}{cl}
 & {\text{Min}\frac{1}{N}\sum_{i\, = \, 1}^{N}\sum_{j\, = \, 1}^{n}\lambda_{j}\left\lbrack {A_{j} - I_{i,j}\left( {c_{a},c_{c},c_{f},\eta_{r}L_{0},\eta_{m}L_{0},d_{g}} \right)} \right\rbrack^{2}} \\
 & {\text{s.t.}\,\,\left( {c_{a},c_{c},c_{f}} \right) \in \left\{ {0,1} \right\},} \\
 & {\qquad 10^{7} < \eta_{r}L_{0} < 10^{12},} \\
 & {\qquad 10^{4} < \eta_{m}L_{0} < 10^{9},} \\
 & {\qquad d_{g} \in \left\{ {20,\, 50,\, 100,\, 200} \right\}.} \\
\end{array}$$where N is the number of simulations, n is the number of divided regions, λ~*j*~ is the number of inpatients in the *j*th region, *I* ~*i,j*~ is the predicted infection risk in the *j*th region generated by the *i*th simulation, and *A* ~*j*~ is the reported attack rate in the *j*th region during the outbreak. Because this problem involves the nonlinear function *I* ~*i,j*~ and integer constraints, it is generally NP hard. Therefore, we applied a greedy search to solve the problem.

In this study, a scenario was defined as a value combination of (η~r~ *L* ~0~, η~m~ *L* ~0~, *d* ~g~). The ranges of the parameters were investigated, namely the largest virus‐containing droplet size *d* ~g~ (four values; 20, 100, 150 and 200 μm), the products of the viral load and the dose‐response parameters in the respiratory tracts η~r~ *L* ~0~ (21 values, 10^7^‐10^12^/mL) and on the mucous membranes η~m~ *L* ~0~ (21 values, 10^4^‐10^9^/mL). Because η~r~ and η~m~ were assumed to be 10^−1^ ‐ 10^1^ and 10^−4^ ‐ 10^−2^, respectively, the ratio of η~r~ to η~m~ was in the range of 10^1^‐10^5^, and thus, the ratio of η~r~ *L* ~0~ to η~m~ *L* ~0~ was also in the range of 10^1^‐10^5^. Excluding several unqualified scenarios, we considered 1140 scenarios and ran the simulations 1000 times for the seven hypotheses in each scenario.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSES {#ina12430-sec-0007}
==================================

3.1. Spatial characteristics of the predicted infection risk patterns {#ina12430-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the agents' behavior retained partial randomness in our multi‐agent model simulations, the results of the different simulation experiments varied. Therefore, we calculated the average values of the 1000 simulations. The spatial distributions of the average infection risks at the end of the computational period, 24:00 on May 17, 2015, are shown in Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. The values of the four parameters were assumed to vary in a unified manner.

![Spatial distribution of the predicted average infection risk (for 1000 simulations) via three transmission routes at 24:00 on May 17, the end of the computational period. A, Long‐range airborne route. B, Close contact route. C, Fomite route. The largest virus‐containing droplet size *d* ~g~ = 100 μm, dose‐response parameters in respiratory tracts η~r~ = 3.2/mRNA copy and on mucous membranes η~m~ = 3.2 × 10^−3^/mRNA copy, and the viral load *L* ~0~ = 10^10^ mRNA copies/mL. Room numbers and the average infection risk in the room are marked in blue and red, respectively. Empty beds are marked in gray and occupied beds are red. Different levels of infection risk are represented by the intensity of red shading](INA-28-51-g005){#ina12430-fig-0005}

For the long‐range airborne route, the infection risk in the downstream wards was expected to be higher than that in the adjacent wards, as a result of the combined effects of the natural ventilation due to wind pressure, thermal buoyancy, and mechanical ventilation. When there was no wind, the wards and the corridor on the eighth floor were in a negative pressure state due to the exhaust fans in the toilets. For the predominant wind directions, namely north‐westerly, westerly, and south‐westerly (Appendix S3: Fig. [S4](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the wind pressure coefficients on the windows of adjacent wards were mostly positive, whereas those of downstream wards were negative (Appendix S3: Fig. [S5](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which contributed to larger negative pressures in the downstream wards and smaller negative pressures in the adjacent wards. Therefore, for wards of the same size, more aerosols spread to the downstream wards than to the adjacent wards. However, because the toilet exhaust fans were run at the same ventilation rates for all rooms, the negative pressures in the small rooms were higher than those in the large rooms, and thus, the infection risk in the small rooms in the adjacent wards was higher than that in the large rooms in the downstream wards (Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A). The infection risk was lowest in the remote wards (Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A). The remote wards had at least two zones, Zones 34 and 36, between them and the source ward (Appendix S1: Fig. S2), so the aerosol concentration was further diluted. Furthermore, during the day, the air flow could transport aerosols from Zone 34 to Zone 36 only when the wind was from the northwest (Appendix S3: Fig. [S6](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which meant that most of the time there were no virus sources for Rooms 8113 and 8201‐8219. Similarly, in the remote areas, the infection risk in Rooms 8213‐8217 was even lower than that in Rooms 8218 and 8219 (Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A).

For the close contact route, with the assumed four parameters, the transmission was very effective compared to the other two routes. Thus, the infection risk for a susceptible person via this route was mainly determined by whether a person met with the index patient. Under the normal distribution assumption, people would be more likely to stay in nearby areas than in remote areas so the index patient and people nearby would share a similarly high chance of appearing in the neighborhood areas and have more opportunities for close contact, resulting in a sequentially decreasing risk of infection in the source, adjacent, downstream, and remote wards (Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B).

For the fomite route, the infection risk was mainly induced by the nurses' routine rounds and contaminated environmental surfaces. We assumed that the nurses conducted routine rounds five times a day at 07:00, 11:00, 15:00, 18:00, and 21:00 (Appendix S2: Table [S6](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because nurses do not always clean their hands after coming into contact with patients[41](#ina12430-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} and handwashing is not always very effective,[42](#ina12430-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} their hands may have played an important role as a mobile medium in transferring viruses from the source to the skin of subsequent patients and the surrounding surfaces. In line with this, the number of viruses spread to patients decreased from Room 8104 (the index patient\'s room) clockwise to Room 8103, which is consistent with the direction of the nurses' routine rounds (from Room 8101 clockwise to Room 8219). At other times, the surrounding surfaces acted as temporary sources in spreading viruses to patients, because more viruses naturally die on the skin than on environmental surfaces (Appendix S2: Table [S3](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In most cases, patients have the same opportunities to come in contact with common surfaces, and thus, these surfaces contribute to a uniform spatial distribution. However, in this outbreak, the environmental surfaces common to all patients were not a significant factor. The private toilets in the rooms were preferentially chosen by patients and family members (an average of 21 times/day for each room), while the common toilets in the corridor were used at a low frequency (an average of 5 times/day for each). Therefore, the overall distribution mostly complied with the direction of the routine round (Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C).

3.2. Predicted infection risk distribution with the best fit {#ina12430-sec-0009}
------------------------------------------------------------

Table [2](#ina12430-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} shows the scenarios with the best fit (the minimum RSS) for the seven hypotheses. Among the three single‐route hypotheses, the prediction of Hypothesis 1 \[Long air\] fitted the attack rates best because only the prediction of the long‐range airborne route presented a higher infection risk in the downstream ward than in the adjacent ward (Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A). The fomite route predicted a much higher infection risk in the adjacent ward than in the downstream ward (Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C) so Hypothesis 3 \[Fomite\] had the worst fit.

###### 

Scenarios with the best fit (the minimum RSS) for Hypotheses 1 \[Long air\], 2 \[Close\], 3 \[Fomite\], 4 \[Long air + Close\], 5 \[Long air + Fomite\], 6 \[Close + Fomite\], and 7 \[Long air + Close + Fomite\]

  Parameter                                                      Reported data   Hypothesis                                                             
  -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ------------ ----------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ----------
  Minimum RSS                                                    N.A.            0.070        0.492       1.087      0.436       0.072       0.492      0.462
  *d* ~g~ [a](#ina12430-note-0001){ref-type="fn"} (μm)           Unknown         20           20          100        20          50          100        50
  η~*r*~ *L* ~0~ [b](#ina12430-note-0002){ref-type="fn"} (/mL)   Unknown         10^11.25^    10^10.50^   --         10^10.25^   10^10.75^   10^8.50^   10^9.75^
  η~*m*~ *L* ~0~ [b](#ina12430-note-0002){ref-type="fn"} (/mL)   Unknown         --           10^8.75^    10^7.75^   10^5.25^    10^5.75^    10^4.00^   10^4.75^
  Average infection risk                                                                                                                                
  Source ward                                                    1.00            1.00         0.98        1.00       1.00        1.00        0.99       1.00
  Adjacent wards                                                 0.12            0.16         0.17        0.18       0.17        0.16        0.17       0.18
  Downstream wards                                               0.21            0.19         0.14        0.05       0.15        0.19        0.14       0.16
  Remote wards                                                   0.00            0.03         0.07        0.01       0.07        0.03        0.07       0.07
  Overall                                                        0.16            0.17         0.16        0.11       0.16        0.17        0.16       0.17
  Relative contribution                                                                                                                                 
  Long‐range airborne route                                      Unknown         100%         0           0          17.9%       99.8%       0          17.2%
  Close contact route (short‐range airborne)                     Unknown         0            0.6%        0          0.5%        0           1.2%       1.4%
  Close contact route (inhalation of inspirable droplets)        Unknown         0            54.5%       0          81.6%       0           97.3%      80.8%
  Close contact route (large droplets deposition)                Unknown         0            44.9%       0          0           0           1.4%       0.6%
  Fomite route                                                   Unknown         0            0           100%       0           0.2%        0.1%       0.0%

*d* ~g~ denotes the largest virus‐containing droplet size.

η~*r*~ *L* ~0~ and η~*m*~ *L* ~0~ denote the products of viral load and dose‐response parameters in respiratory tracts and on mucous membranes, respectively.
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Hypotheses 4‐7 involved at least two transmission routes, so they had better fit than Hypothesis 3 \[Fomite\] and worse fit than Hypothesis 1 \[Long air\]. For the combined‐route hypotheses, the values of (η~r~ *L* ~0~, η~m~ *L* ~0~, *d* ~g~) in the scenarios with the best fit were mostly lower than those for the single‐route hypotheses. In these scenarios, the infection risk due to the close contact route was higher than those due to the long‐range airborne and fomite routes, so the close contact routes in Hypotheses 4 \[Long air + Close\], 6 \[Close + Fomite\], and 7 \[Long air + Close + Fomite\] played a predominant role in transmission by contributing at least 82% of the infection risk. Because the prediction of the fomite route deviated greatly from the attack rates, the contributions of this route for Hypotheses 5 \[Long air + Fomite\], 6 \[Close + Fomite\], and 7 \[Long air + Close + Fomite\] were \<0.2%.

Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} shows the hypotheses with the best fit (ie, the minimum RSS) in the 1140 scenarios. Five hypotheses had the best fit: Hypotheses 1 \[Long air\] (red dots), 2 \[Close\] (orange dots), 4 \[Long air + Close\] (green dots), 5 \[Long air + Fomite\] (cyan dots), and 7 \[Long air + Close + Fomite\] (purple dots). When the largest virus‐containing droplet size *d* ~g~ ranged from 20 to 200 μm, there were always some scenarios in which the fit of all seven hypotheses was not good (tiny dots). In these scenarios, the parameters were relatively small, so all seven hypotheses predicted very low infection risks, which deviated greatly from the reported attack rates. As *d* ~g~ increased, the predicted infection risks became higher and thus the numbers of these kinds of scenarios decreased.

![Illustration of the hypotheses with the best fit (the minimum RSS) in the 1140 scenarios, with different values for the largest virus‐containing droplet size *d* ~g~ (20, 50, 100, and 200 μm) and products of viral load and dose‐response parameters in respiratory tracts η~r~ *L* ~0~ (21 values, 10^7^ to 10^12^/ml) and on mucous membranes η~m~ *L* ~0~ (21 values, 10^4^ to 10^9^/ml). A, *d* ~g~ = 20 μm; B, *d* ~g~ = 50 μm; C, *d* ~g~ = 100 μm; D, *d* ~g~ = 200 μm. The different colored dots represent different hypotheses as shown in the legend. The dot size is inversely proportional to the value of the RSS. The eight more‐likely scenarios in Table [3](#ina12430-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"} are shown with Roman numerals](INA-28-51-g006){#ina12430-fig-0006}

The scenarios with a *d* ~g~ of 20 μm are shown in Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A. In these scenarios, our assumed *d* ~g~ was smaller than the largest initial diameter for the airborne droplets (30 μm), meaning that all of the virus‐laden bio‐aerosols were airborne droplets and could remain suspended in the air for a long time. Therefore, the viruses on the surfaces mainly originated from the deposition of airborne droplets, which caused negligible infection risk due to the fomite route. In the scenarios in which the products of the viral load and dose‐response parameters in respiratory tracts η~r~ *L* ~0~ were no more than 10^10.50^/ml, the infection risk caused by any single‐route mode was small, so the probable transmission mode was Hypothesis 4 \[Long air + Close\] (green dots). In scenarios with η~r~ *L* ~0~ ranging from 10^11^ to 10^11.25^/ml, the infection risk caused by any single route was quantitatively comparable with the attack rates, so the probable mode was Hypothesis 1 \[Long air\] (red dots), which is also qualitatively consistent with the reported attack rates. In the remaining scenarios, the infection risks caused by the combined routes were too large and those caused by the long‐range airborne route were either too large or too small, while those caused by the close contact route were relatively stable, so the probable transmission mode was Hypothesis 2 \[Close\] (orange dots).

The scenarios with *d* ~g~ values larger than 30 μm are shown in Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B‐D. When the values of the products of viral load and dose‐response parameters in respiratory tracts η~r~ *L* ~0~ and on mucous membranes η~m~ *L* ~0~ were relatively small, the exposure doses due to any single‐route or double‐route mode were low, so only the combination of three routes (purple dots) caused an infection risk quantitatively comparable to the attack rates, although the fit was not good. As *d* ~g~ increased, the infection risks due to the single‐route and double‐route modes increased, and thus, the number of scenarios with the three‐route mode (purple dots) decreased.

4. DISCUSSION {#ina12430-sec-0010}
=============

In this study, to evaluate the transmission hypotheses, we estimated the spatial distribution of the infection risk under each hypothesis and then compared these results with the reported outbreak data. Therefore, a good estimation model was needed to reflect the underlying mechanisms of the hypotheses. Nevertheless, the models, such as the discrete‐time Markov chain model[8](#ina12430-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#ina12430-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and the differential equation model,[24](#ina12430-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ina12430-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#ina12430-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} were not applicable due to their system‐based feature, which removes the individual heterogeneity of infection risk.[28](#ina12430-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} In fact, the human behavior in those models is merely described by behavioral frequency. However, in practice, human behavior is also dependent on behavioral rules and geometry constraints. For example, when a nurse visits patients during a routine round, although the frequency of interaction is the same for all patients, the amount of virus spread to patients varies with their location, which further influences the infection risk. There are similar issues with the environmental surfaces in the existing models. In particular, because multiple surfaces of the same material[8](#ina12430-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#ina12430-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#ina12430-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} and even all of the surfaces in a zone[24](#ina12430-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#ina12430-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} are regarded as a whole, the viral concentrations on different surfaces are the same, which contributes to a uniform infection risk distribution.

To address the above problems, we used a multi‐agent model[26](#ina12430-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} to analyze the multi‐route transmission. Different from the existing system‐based models, the agent‐based model is able to characterize the diversity of individuals. More specifically, the behavior of individuals is simulated according to behavioral rules and geometry constraints, which take the sequence of human actions into account. Furthermore, the multiple surfaces in our system were identified as different units in contrast to the homogeneous systems in previous works. As shown in Figure [5](#ina12430-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, our results reflect the individual heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of infection risk, which could not be obtained from other models.

Although the ranges of (η~r~ *L* ~0~, η~m~ *L* ~0~, *d* ~g~) for the outbreak were uncertain, several more‐likely scenarios were identified based on the literature. So far, no investigations have detected positive viral RNA (RT‐PCR) or cell culture of MERS‐CoV from human saliva, in which droplets larger than 20 μm originate,[44](#ina12430-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} and Lee et al[45](#ina12430-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} suggested that samples from saliva would result in false negatives. However, camel saliva has been found to spread MERS‐CoV to humans,[11](#ina12430-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and its classification into disorder group C and predicted hard outer shell suggest that MERS‐CoV is likely to be transmitted by saliva.[46](#ina12430-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, we investigated the largest virus‐containing droplet size *d* ~g~ in the range from 20 to 200 μm. The range for the viral load was very large, from 10^2^ to 10^11^ mRNA copies/mL in the respiratory tract, with the average value of viral load during the first week after diagnosis being 5 × 10^7^ mRNA copies/mL in fatal cases and 3.9 × 10^6^ mRNA copies/mL in survivors.[47](#ina12430-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} According to a study by Gryphon Scientific[48](#ina12430-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} based on datasets from animal models of MHV and SARS‐CoV, we estimated the dose‐response parameter of MERS‐CoV on mucous membranes as 3.2 × 10^−3^/mRNA copy. Due to the absence of data, the dose‐response parameter in the respiratory tract was set as 10^3^‐fold higher than that on the mucous membranes, similar to the influenza A virus.[24](#ina12430-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} The eight more‐likely scenarios (Scenarios I‐VIII) based on the above analyses are summarized in Table [3](#ina12430-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"} and are shown in Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} with Roman numerals.

###### 

Hypotheses with the best fit (the minimum RSS) in the eight more‐likely scenarios. The eight scenarios are indicated in Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} with Roman numerals. The dose‐response parameter in the respiratory tract η~*r*~ is 3.2/mRNA copy, and that on the mucous membranes η~*m*~ is 3.2 × 10^−3^/mRNA copy

  Parameter                                                          Reported data   More‐likely scenarios                                                       
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------- ----------------------- ----------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  *d* ~g~ [a](#ina12430-note-0003){ref-type="fn"} (μm)               Unknown         20                      50          100     200     20      50      100     200
  *L* ~0~ [b](#ina12430-note-0004){ref-type="fn"} (mRNA copies/mL)   Unknown         3.9 × 10^6^             5 × 10^7^                                           
  Hypothesis with the minimum RSS                                    N.A.            4                       7           7       7       4       7       4       4
  Minimum RSS                                                        N.A.            2.786                   2.475       1.225   1.091   2.196   0.921   0.490   0.490
  Average infection risk                                                                                                                                         
  Source ward                                                        1.00            0.01                    0.08        0.46    0.52    0.18    0.63    0.97    0.98
  Adjacent wards                                                     0.12            0.00                    0.01        0.08    0.08    0.02    0.09    0.16    0.16
  Downstream wards                                                   0.21            0.00                    0.01        0.07    0.07    0.02    0.08    0.14    0.14
  Remote wards                                                       0.00            0.00                    0.00        0.03    0.03    0.01    0.04    0.07    0.07
  Overall                                                            0.16            0.00                    0.01        0.07    0.08    0.02    0.09    0.15    0.15
  Relative contribution                                                                                                                                          
  Long‐range airborne route                                          Unknown         5.7%                    2.0%        0.3%    0.3%    6.3%    4.2%    2.4%    2.3%
  Close contact route (short‐range airborne)                         Unknown         0.0%                    0.0%        0.0%    0.0%    0.1%    0.1%    0.1%    0.1%
  Close contact route (inhalation of inspirable droplets)            Unknown         94.3%                   96.1%       96.4%   74.5%   93.6%   91.7%   80.5%   55.9%
  Close contact route (large droplets deposition)                    Unknown         0                       1.8%        3.2%    23.9%   0       3.9%    17.0%   41.7%
  Fomite route                                                       Unknown         0                       0.1%        0.1%    1.3%    0       0.1%    0       0

*d* ~g~ denotes the largest virus‐containing droplet size.

*L* ~0~ denotes the viral load.
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With a viral load *L* ~0~ of 3.9 × 10^6^ mRNA copies/mL (Scenarios I, II, III and IV), none of the hypotheses had good fit (Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#ina12430-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}), which is not consistent with the index patient surviving this outbreak. However, similar to other large MERS transmission clusters,[49](#ina12430-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#ina12430-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} the outbreak in Pyongtaek St. Mary\'s Hospital may have been caused by a super spreader who had a higher viral load than most MERS patients.[51](#ina12430-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Considering that there was no ventilation system in the index patient\'s ward, the MERS‐CoV may have accumulated in the ward, effectively making it a source for a super‐spreading event.[52](#ina12430-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} According to Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, with a viral load *L* ~0~ of 5 × 10^7^ mRNA copies/mL (Scenarios V, VI, VII, and VIII), the scenarios with the largest virus‐containing droplet sizes *d* ~g~ of 20 or 50 μm also did not have good fit, so *d* ~g~ was less likely to be in the range of 20‐50 μm, and MERS‐CoV may have existed in saliva as SARS‐CoV does.[53](#ina12430-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Hence, among Scenarios I‐VIII, only Scenarios VII and VIII had acceptable fit, and the probable hypothesis in these two scenarios is Hypothesis 4 \[Long air + Close\]. According to Table [3](#ina12430-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}, the contribution made by the long‐range airborne route to the infection risk was low, and that made by the close contact route was predominant, especially by the mechanism of inhalation of inspirable droplets.

If the index patient was a super spreader, the viral loads might be even higher than the average value in fatal cases (5 × 10^7^ mRNA copies/mL). When the two dose‐response parameters were fixed (η~r~ = 3.2/mRNA copy; η~m~ = 3.2 × 10^−3^/mRNA copy) and the viral load increased from 10^6^ to 10^11^ mRNA copies/mL, the overall best fit was achieved with a high viral load (the largest dots: *L* ~0~ = 5.6 × 10^10^ mRNA copies/mL in Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A; *L* ~0~ = 1.8 × 10^10^ mRNA copies/mL in Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B‐D), and the corresponding probable hypothesis is Hypothesis 1 \[Long air\] (Figure [6](#ina12430-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}), because among the three basic routes, only the prediction made by the long‐range airborne route was consistent with the qualitative characteristics of the outbreak data.

This study has some limitations. First, our understanding of the multiple phenomena that govern disease transmission is not complete. For example, in our model and other models,[16](#ina12430-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#ina12430-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} it is assumed that transmission is mono‐directional from the hands to the mucous membranes in the eyes, noses, and mouths of susceptible individuals. However, there are limited data on what happens to the particles that have been transferred to the mucous membranes, such as their residence time. Second, due to our limited knowledge of MERS‐CoV, some parameters in the model were not available from the literature, such as the transfer rates between hands and surfaces (Appendix S2: Table [S2](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and first‐order inactivation rates (Appendix S2: Table [S3](#ina12430-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These parameters were estimated or surrogated with data on other coronaviruses, influenza viruses, bacteriophages, or even bacteria, which could introduce errors into the results. Third, there is a lack of detailed information on individual behavior during the outbreak, especially that of the index patient. Individual differences in the behavioral modes of the nurses when visiting patients were also not considered in this study. These data are crucial for building multi‐agent models and influence the exposure doses via the three transmission routes. For example, if the index patient walked in the corridor, the duration of that behavior would have influenced the virus source strength of the long‐range airborne and fomite routes, and the frequency of the behavior would have influenced the close contact route. Fourth, our conclusions on the relative importance of the transmission routes may not always be applicable to other MERS outbreaks. For example, the contribution of the long‐range airborne route during this outbreak was magnified because the ventilation system was not installed in the index patient\'s room. Although the role of the long‐range airborne route may vary during different MERS outbreaks, this study supports the hypothesis of the long‐range airborne transmission of MERS‐CoV with both known data and reasonable assumptions, and highlights the importance of ventilation systems in healthcare environments. Overall, further research on the transmission mechanisms of MERS outbreaks involving laboratory measurements, observations in hospitals, and MERS outbreak analyses is needed to improve our understanding of MERS transmission.

5. CONCLUSIONS {#ina12430-sec-0011}
==============

In this study of the first nosocomial MERS outbreak in the Republic of Korea, the scenarios with a super‐spreader or a super‐spreading event corresponded with unusually high viral loads or sources. Our modeling suggested that long‐range airborne transmission of MERS‐CoV was the most credible hypothesis in explaining the observed data. Our long‐range airborne route model predicted the spatial infection pattern well, that is, the downstream wards had a higher infection risk than the adjacent wards. However, in the scenarios in which the index patient shed a more "typical" amount of MERS‐CoV, as parameterized according to available viral load data from the literature, our model showed that the hypothesis combining the close contact and long‐range airborne routes better explained the observed pattern of infection on the eighth floor of Pyongtaek St. Mary\'s Hospital, with the contribution of the former predominant and that of the latter relatively small. Our multi‐agent multi‐route transmission model and associated approaches can be applied to studies of the transmission in outbreaks of other viruses. However, our study also reveals crucial input data, such as dose‐response parameters and virus inactivation rates on surfaces, need to be obtained.
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